Shaftesbury Arts Centre
Minutes of Directors’ Meeting held on 16th March 2020
Directors Present: Jenny Parker (Chair), Ruth Drewett, Sue Cadmore, John
Cadmore, Caroline Hughes, Rosie King, Kevin Harrison, Richard Lloyd, Jo Johnson
Others: Geoff Spencer, Val Baker
No.
1.

Subject
Open Session
None

2.

Apologies for absence:
Alex Chase, Karren Burkett

3.

Approval and signing of minutes:
Corrections:
• RL was present
• Announcement involved phones, videos and photography
The minutes were approved and signed

4.

Matters Arising:
7. AC not yet sent out info. regarding radio station
7. correction ‘was thanked for clearing the drains’
7.Update on drains, need a written agreement on plan for drains
10. Suitable keyboard still required

5.

Roles and Responsibilities
All roles and responsibilities were discussed and amended. JP to circulate copies.

JP

6.

Treasurer’s Report
GS gave a verbal report.
Gallery income has been very healthy.
GS gave a run down on individual income for all February events.
Live streaming bringing in a good income.
£7,000 plus for income which allowed all required outgoings to be paid.
Downton Abbey Fundraiser made £800 profit.
Is Paul able to give attendance figures for Film Society?
Refunds on OSCAR. Is BV Tourist Info Centre able to give refunds? KH to investigate. KH

7.

Other Reports
Gallery
Kate raising questions regarding Podcasts. They have identified a volunteer; the RK
recording has been made and edited and they would like further guidance on what are
the next steps.
Gallery feels they need a flyer for the Gallery, which they showed to the Way ahead
group.
The Way Ahead Group
GS demonstrated a flyer which has been designed for the Gallery and suggested we
did the same for all areas, distribution maybe a problem but talked about a co RK
ordinated group to distribute the leaflets. RK suggested that she could coordinate this.
JP suggested that the paper quality was not too good and we discussed the possibility
of getting it printed by the BV press. CH expressed a concern that if we have several

flyers the information would get lost. Would we include information for 2 or 3 months?
Discussion ensued regarding different options for flyers.
CH asked if flyer for Gallery should be in line in terms of time with the rest of SAC.
JP will enquire costs etc. from BV printers.
Another meeting is required to discuss this.
Membership
KH sent a chart to illustrate the membership numbers which stays static with a slight
downward trend towards the end of the month.
Buildings
Quotes have been obtained for next steps for buildings.
The gas meter has been changed. Transmits its own readings.
JC listed plans for buildings.
8.

Podcasts
RK to liaise with Keri regarding the way forward for Podcasts from SAC. We need to
be careful that anything broadcast is in line with the collective view of SAC rather than
individual views which may or may not reflect the current vision for SAC.
RK
Alfred has also asked for daily contributions for a Podcast during the Covid 19
restrictions, are there any volunteers willing to be involved in this- not necessarily
related to SAC
We need to keep SAC in the minds of the public in Shaftesbury and surrounding areas
if we need to close.
AC will be emailed to inform him that RK will be liaising with Keri regarding Podcasts.

9.

Phase 4 Steering Group
Volunteers needed for this. JC volunteered but others needed. Volunteer with project
management has been identified from Nextdoor website.
Roof needs to be examined at the same time as the Phase 4 development

10. Chairman’s Business
Coronavirus
Discussed upcoming events in short term
Need to have a plan of action in long term
We have 1 month’s cash available to keep SAC running, we could enquire about
payment holiday for the loans. Costs will come down i.e. heating.
Many groups have already cancelled and will do so in the coming weeks.
We need to make a statement for website which is updated regularly. RL, AH, KH
volunteered. All ticket holders will be contacted to inform them that SAC will be
closed from 17th March 2020. The Gallery will remain open at the current time but
the situation will be reviewed on a weekly basis.
11. AOB
Petrol money has been offered to be paid to a Director and this is not paid to other
volunteers. Therefore, the Directors have refused this time. Letter to be written to
communicate this to the Chairman of the Music and Drama committee.
We only pay expenses for musicians who we have asked to perform and the funds
come out of the show budget.
Date of Next Meeting
TBA

JP

